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Formal Abstracts in Mathematics





Sphere Packings



The formal proof of the Kepler conjecture, which was finally 
published in 2017 uncovered and corrected hundreds of 
errors in the proof.





Big Proof and Formal Proof
• Size and materials



Computers were once human

Referees were once human
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The relationship between the computer and mathematics is
decisively di↵erent from the relationship between the computer and
the empirical sciences. The essential di↵erence is that mathematics
is capable of exact representation by computer, but the external
world only admits approximate representation by computer. This
di↵erence has enormous implications for the correct architecture of
mathematical databases. A database of formal math abstracts can
capture true mathematical content in a way that say a database of
chemical compounds never will.



A concrete proposal: mathematical FABSTRACTS
(formal abstracts)

Given today’s technology, it is not reasonable to ask for all
proofs to be formalized. But with today’s technology, it seems
that it should be possible to create a formal abstract service
that

• Gives a statement of the main theorem(s) of each
published mathematical paper in a language that is both
human and machine readable,

• Links each term in theorem statements to a precise
definition of that term (again in human/machine readable
form), and

• Grounds every statement and definition is the system in
some foundational system for doing mathematics.
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We should not compromise rigorous mathematical standards
as we move from paper to computer. In fact, this is an
opportunity to drastically improve standards. Many computer
bugs are simply slips in logical and mathematical reasoning
made by programmers and software designers.

• Mathematics influences the standards of scientific
discourse, in the statistical sciences, in computer science,
and throughout the sciences. If we promote sloppy
platforms, the entire world will be worse off.

• Bugs in computer systems can lead to disaster: Intel
Pentium FDIV bug, Ariane V explosion, . . .

• Bugs and design weaknesses in cryptographic software
can be exploited by adversaries: Heartbleed, Logjam,
Freak bug, . . .
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Why?

• bring the benefits of proof assistants to the general
mathematical community;

• set standards for the sciences;

• set the stage for applications to ML in mathematical
proofs;

• move math closer to the computer.
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HOL Light Mizar Coq

Designed for use with multiple foundational 
architectures, Isabelle’s early
development featured classical constructions in set 
theory. However,

Isabelle Metamath Lean

HOL Light has an exquisite minimal 
design. It has the smallest kernel of any 
system. John Harrison is the sole 

Once the clear front-runner, it now shows signs of age. 
Do not expect
to understand the inner workings of this system unless 
you have been

Coq is built of modular components 
on a foundation of dependent type 
theory. This system has grown one 
PhD thesis at a time.

Does this really work? Defying expectations, 
Metamath seems to function
shockingly well for those who are happy to 
live without plumbing.

Lean is ambitious, and it will be massive. Do 
not be fooled by the name.
“Construction area keep out” signs are 
prominently posted on the perimeter fencing.



HOL Light
HOL Light has an exquisite minimal 
design. It has the smallest kernel of any 
system. John Harrison is the sole 

Lean
Lean is ambitious, and it will be massive. Do 
not be fooled by the name.
“Construction area keep out” signs are 
prominently posted on the perimeter fencing.



Lean

• Lean has a small kernel. 
• Its logical foundations are similar to those of Coq.
• Lean is its own metalanguage.

Lean Theorem 
Prover







What is great about LEAN?
• Lean sounds wonderful: open source, a small trusted kernel, a powerful elaboration engine 

including a Prolog-like algorithm for type-class resolution, multi-core support, incremental 
compilation, support for both constructive and classical mathematics, successful projects in 
homotopy type theory, excellent documentation, and a web browser interface. 

• In more detail, a “minimalist and high performance kernel” was an explicit goal of the Lean.   
Independent implementations of the kernel can have have been given (Selsam 2000 lines, 
etc.) alleviating any concerns about a bug in the C++ implementation of Lean.   

• The semantics of Lean are now completely spelled out (thanks to Mario Carneiro, building on 
[Werner]). In particular, Carneiro has built a model of Lean’s logic (CiC with non-cumulative 
universes) in ZFC set theory (augmented by a countable number of inaccessible cardinals). 

• Lean has a clean syntax. For example, to add two elements in an abelian group, one can 
simply write x+y and Lean correctly infers the group in which the addition is to be performed. I 
have more to say about Lean’s syntax later. 

• Lean makes it easy to switch from constructive to classical logic (you just open the classical 
logic module). Lean makes quotient types easy (unlike Coq, when tends to work with awkward 
setoids). 

• Lean is its own meta language. I find this very appealing. Contrast this with HOL-Light, which 
has OCaml as meta-language or Coq which has a domain-specific language Ltac for tactics. 

• Finally, there was a personal reason. CMU is the center of Lean library development. I live in 
Pittsburgh and am a regular participant in CMU’s Lean group meetings.



Needed improvements in 
LEAN?• The kernel is bloated. Specifically, from what I hear, for performance reasons, mutually inductive types will 

soon be moved into the kernel. This bloats the kernel and kills the former claims of a minimalistic kernel. 
• Lean is not backwards compatible. Lean 3 broke the Lean 2 libraries, and old libraries still haven’t been ported 
to Lean 3. After nearly 2 years, it doesn’t look like that will ever happen. Instead new libraries are being built 
(at great cost). Lean 4 is guaranteed to break the Lean 3 libraries (at what cost?). In short, Lean is 
experimental, evolving, and unstable. 

• The learning curve is steep. It is very hard to learn to use Lean proficiently. Are you a graduate student at 
Stanford or CMU writing a thesis on Lean? Are you a student at Imperial being guided by Kevin Buzzard? If 
not, Lean might not be for you. 

• Lean is its own metalanguage. Lean is new, and the language libraries are almost non-existant. 10 million 
programmers know Java. Hardly any major programs have been written in Lean (Lewis’s thesis is a notable 
exception). It is impossible to do any serious programming in Lean. 

• Typing is nominal rather than structural. 
• There are performance issues. It is not clear (to me or perhaps even to anyone) why performance is such a big 
problem, because Lean was implemented in C++ for the sake of performance. However in fact, the compilation 
of the math libraries is currently very slow. Something is wrong here. 

• Ugly projection chains are required.  
• Structure depends on notation. Lean has a library of results about multiplicative groups and a separate library 
of results about additive groups. The only difference is that one uses the symbol * for the group operation and 
the other uses the symbol + for the group operation. Mathematician will find it absurd that the theorems in 
group theory depend on the symbol used for composition. 

• No diamonds are allowed. (For a review of diamonds in OOP, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Multiple_inheritance.)  

• Structures are meaninglessly parameterized from a mathematical perspective. To briefly introduce the topic of 
parameters and bundling, users choose whether data appears as an external parameter. 

• Lean discards valuable information that is later reconstructed (at a cost) by its type class resolution engine.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiple_inheritance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiple_inheritance


Even proof assistants based on set theory need to make
decisions about subsets. In ZFC, we do not naturally have

N ⇢ Z ⇢ Q ⇢ R ⇢ C.

The Mizar proof assistant achieves these inclusions by an act
of butchery. The image of N in Z is excised from Z and
replaced by N, and so forth. But these decisions are quite
arbitrary. Why not Q ⇢ Qp?

The HOL Light proof assistant maintains the explicit
embeddings:

N ! Z, Z ! R, etc.,

(but Q ⇢ R).
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Proof assistants also need to deal with identifications.

(Univalence offers a general solution to this issue, but is
univalence inevitable? See Chris Kapulkin’s talk today at
16:20.)

For example, we identify Qp (the completion of the field Q
with respect to the p-adic norm) with the field of fractions of
Zp (defined as an inverse limit of Z/pnZ).

We identify

GL(2,A) and ⇧0
vGL(2,Qv),

where A = ⇧0
vQv . However, the elements of one are matrices

with coefficients in a restricted product of fields, but the right
hand side is are restricted product of groups.

We identify X ⇥ (X ⇥X) with (X ⇥X)⇥X , except when
we don’t.
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Abuses of Language
• Structured math objects.  Is a group a set G or a tuple (G,*,1,inv)? 

• Structured math objects.  A topological group is neither a group nor a 
topological space.  A metric space is not a topological space. 

• A polynomial is both a function and an element of R[x].  (This distinction must 
be preserved.) 

• The ring of integers is not really a subset of the field of rational numbers.   A 
complex vector space is not really a real vector space.  

• Complete ordered fields (such as the field of real numbers) are only unique up 
to unique isomorphism. 

• A measurable function is an equivalence class of functions.  “f is continuous.” 

• X x (Y x Z) = (X x Y) x Z means canonical isomorphism between the two.



The definitions of mathematics

The Oxford English dictionary (2nd edition) has 273,000
headwords and over 600,000 word forms. (The longest entry
is for the word set, which continues for 25 pages).

Medicine has a specialized terminology of approximately
250,000 items [Kucharz].

The Math Subject Classification (MSC) lists over 6000
subfields of mathematics.
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Sylvester, "On a theory of Syzygetic 
Relations"

allotrious, apocapated, Bezoutic, Bezoutoid, co-bezoutiant, 
cogredient, contragredient, combinant, concomitant, 
conjunctive, contravariant, covariant, cumulant, determinant, 
dialytic, discriminant, disjunctive, effluent, emanant, 
endoscopic, exoscopic, Hessian, hyperdeterminant, 
inertia, intercalation, invariance, invariant, Jacobian, 
kenotheme, matrix, minor determinant, monotheme, 
persymmetrical, quadrinvariant, resultant, rhizoristic, 
signaletic, semaphoretic, substitution, syrrhizoristic,  
syzygetic, transform, umbral. 



Math Words
• rng = ring without i 

• lluf subcategory = full backwards 

• clopen = closed and open, bananaman = Banach analytic manifold,  

• bra and ket (from bracket), parahori = parabola + Iwahori,  

• icthyomorphisms = transformations between Poisson manifolds 

• pointless topology, killing fields, abstract nonsense 

• alfalfa (derived from alpha by the Iowa school of representation theory) 

• the unknot (a circle) was coined during 7-ups uncola advertising campaign. 

• Conwayisms: nimber, moonshine, baby monster 

• buildings (apartment, chamber, wall, etc.), tree (forest, leaf, root, etc.), quivers (arrows). 

• cepstrum (spectrum) in quefrency analysis 

• Pin is to O, what Spin is to SO. 

• iff, xor, wlog, nth,  

• snark, quark, fluxion, gerbe, totient, heteroscedasticity, anabelian, zenzizenzizenzic, Nullstellensatz, 
Entscheidungsproblem



VOCABULARY OF THE KEPLER CONJECTURE

• quoin, negligible, fcc-compatible, decomposition star, score, score 
adjustment, quasi-regular tetrahedron, contravening, tame graph, 
pentahedral prism, crown, quarter, upright, flat, quartered octahedron, 
strict quarter, enclosed vertex, central vertex, corners, isolated quarter, 
isolated pair, conflicting diagonals, Q-system, S-system, V-cells, barrier, 
obstructed, face with negative orientation, Delaunay star, colored 
spaces, compression, quad cluster, mixed quad cluster, standard cluster, 
standard region, vertex type, quad cluster, Rogers simplex, anchor, 
anchored simplex, erasing, loops, subcluster, corner cell, truncated 
corner cell , tame graph, weight assignment, contravening circuit, 
crowded diagonal, n-crowded, masked, confined, penalties, penalty-free 
score, exceptional region, special simplex, distinguished edge, 
nonexternal edge, concave corner, concave vertex, t-cone, partial plane 
graph, patch, aggregated face,



VOCABUARY OF IUT1/ABC (MOCHIZUKI)

• inter-universal Teichmuller theory, semi-graphs of anabelioids, Frobenioids, 
etale theta function, log-shells, log-theta-lattices, log-link, log-volume, initial 
Theta-data, Hodge theaters, absolute anabelian geometry, absolute 
anabelian reconstruction, tempered fundamental group, prime-strips, local 
arithmetic holomorphic structure, mono-analyticizations, mono-analytic core, 
global realified Frobenioid, labels, label crushing, conjugate synchronization, 
Frobenioid-theoretic theta function, full poly-isomorphisms, multiradiality, 
alien ring structures, alien arithmetic holomorphic structure, cyclotomic 
rigidity isomorphism, real analytic container, mono-analytic container, Theta-
link, Theta-dilation, Belyi cuspidalization, topological pseudo-monoid, 
capsule of objects, capsule indices, connected temperoid, commensurably 
terminal, co-holomorphicization, base-NF-bridges, poly-action, cyclotomes, 
coric structure, Kummer black-out, Kummer-blind, solvable factorization, 
dismantling, functorial dynamics, holomorphic procession, entangled 
structures, indigenous bundle



Trott’s MathOverflow data



Capturing Definitions

What is normal in math?



Capturing Definitions



Definitions of group (algebra)

• A group is a set with a binary operation, identity element,

and inverse operation, satisfying axioms of associativity,

inverse, and identity.

• A group object in a category. A group in the first sense is

a group object in the category of sets. A Lie group is a

group object in the category of smooth manifolds. A

topological group is a group object in the category of

topological spaces. An affine group scheme is a group

object in the category of affine schemes. (Caution: the

Zariski product topology is not the product topology.)

• A Poisson-Lie group a group object in the category of

Poisson manifolds, except that the inverse operation is

not required to be a morphism of Poisson manifolds. (In
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Capturing Definitions

What is a group?



general, the inverse is an anti-Poisson morphism.)

• A quantum group is an object in the opposite category to

the category of Hopf algebras.

• A compact matrix quantum group is a C⇤
-algebra with

additional structure (Woronowicz).

• A strict 2-group is a group object in the category of

categories (or a category object in the category of

groups).

• A 2-group . . .

• An n-group . . .
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Capturing Definitions

What is a group?

• A formal group











Recent and Current 
Projects

Recent and Current  
Projects



Recent and Current  
Projects



FORMAL ABSTRACTS PROJECT

PITTSBURGH GROUP

• Floris van Doorn 

• Luis Berlioz (Creating a Database of Definitions From Large 
Mathematical Corpora) 

• Jesse Han 

• Koundinya Vajjha 

• working with Jeremy Avigad (CMU Lean Working Group) 

• working with Tran Nam Trung (Thang Long University and 
Mathematics Institute, VAST, Hanoi)
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Continuum Hypothesis
Han and van Doorn Recent and Current  

Projects



https://github.com/digama0/lean-type-theory Recent and Current  
Projects

https://github.com/digama0/lean-type-theory


Continuum Hypothesis
Han and van Doorn Recent and Current  

Projects



Recent and Current  
Projects



DONEC QUIS NUNC

Recent and Current  
Projects



GROUP OBJECTS - CATEGORIFICATION ALGORITHM

CLASSIFICATION OF FSG
Recent and Current  

Projects



Machine Learning  
and Mathematical Definitions

• Luis Berlioz is using machine learning to capture 
mathematical definitions from arXiv papers.

Recent and Current  
Projects



A concrete proposal: mathematical FABSTRACTS
(formal abstracts)

Given today’s technology, it is not reasonable to ask for all
proofs to be formalized. But with today’s technology, it seems
that it should be possible to create a formal abstract service
that

• Gives a statement of the main theorem(s) of each
published mathematical paper in a language that is both
human and machine readable,

• Links each term in theorem statements to a precise
definition of that term (again in human/machine readable
form), and

• Grounds every statement and definition is the system in
some foundational system for doing mathematics.
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The language of math
• Ganaselingam “The language of Math” (linguistics 

of mathematics) 

• Wolfram Research (Wolfram Alpha)  

• Controlled natural languages for mathematics: 
Mizar, Naproche, MathNat 

• Dyngenpar (a parser that allows extendible 
grammars, Neumaier and students)



Controlled Natural 
Language (CNL)
• It is based on a single natural language (such as English).


• It has restricted syntax and semantics.  Its design is 
deliberate and explicit.


• Speakers of the natural language can largely understand the 
controlled language at least intuitively.  (see Tobias Kuhn)


• The definition is intended to exclude artificial languages 
such as Esperanto and programming languages.

Recent and Current  
Projects



Controlled Natural 
Languages

• Math Vernacular, (deBruijn, 1987)


• Mizar -which inspired Mizar styles in many proof 
assistants such as Isar in Isabelle

Recent and Current  
Projects



Examples of CNLs  
for Mathematics

• Naproche-SAD (and variants Forthel, Naproche, EA,…). 
(Paskevich, 2007) (Koepke, Cramer, Frerix, 2018) The 
target is first-order logic.


• MathNat (and variants CLM controlled language of 
mathematics). (Humayoun’s thesis) The target is first-
order logic.


• FMathL (formal mathematical language, CONCISE).  The 
target is a graphical representation (sems).

Recent and Current  
Projects



Lessons from  
Naproche-SAD CNL

• Naproche-SAD ( ~ 8K lines of Haskell)  gives a template for the 
design of Math CNLs


• Specifically, parsing with (Haskell) parser combinators, 
monadic, lazy, continuation style,…  For example, Parsec


• Not quite a context-free grammar (CFG).  It has a fixed 
collection of non-terminals, but certain “primitive” non-terminals 
can be dynamically augmented with new production rules.


• Very little linguistics is required to achieve passable English.  
Various tricks make this possible: canned/stock phrases, 
synonyms, filler words, etc.



CNL for Lean (proposal) Recent and Current  
Projects



Recent and Current  
ProjectsCNL for Lean (proposal)



Recent and Current  
ProjectsCNL for Lean (proposal)



Recent and Current  
ProjectsCNL for Lean (proposal)



Thank you!


